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Fully-dynamic Weighted Matching Approximation in Practice

Eugenio Angriman∗ Henning Meyerhenke∗ Christian Schulz† Bora Uçar‡

Abstract

Finding large or heavy matchings in graphs is a ubiqui-
tous combinatorial optimization problem. In this paper,
we engineer the first non-trivial implementations for ap-
proximating the dynamic weighted matching problem.
Our first algorithm is based on random walks/paths
combined with dynamic programming. The second al-
gorithm has been introduced by Stubbs and Williams
without an implementation. Roughly speaking, their al-
gorithm uses dynamic unweighted matching algorithms
as a subroutine (within a multilevel approach); this al-
lows us to use previous work on dynamic unweighted
matching algorithms as a black box in order to ob-
tain a fully-dynamic weighted matching algorithm. We
empirically study the algorithms on an extensive set
of dynamic instances and compare them with optimal
weighted matchings. Our experiments show that the
random walk algorithm typically fares much better than
Stubbs/Williams (regarding the time/quality tradeoff),
and its results are often not far from the optimum.

1 Introduction

A matching in a graph is a set of pairwise vertex-disjoint
edges. Alternatively, a matching can be seen as a sub-
graph (restricted to its edges) with degree at most 1.
A matching is maximal if no edges can be added to
it without violating the matching property that no two
matching edges share a common vertex. A matching of a
graphG is maximum, in turn, if there exists no matching
in G with higher cardinality. Computing (such) match-
ings in a graph is a ubiquitous combinatorial problem
that appears in countless applications [28]. Two pop-
ular optimization problems in this context are (i) the
maximum cardinality matching (MCM) problem, which
seeks a matching with maximum cardinality, and (ii)
the maximum weighted matching (MWM) problem, i.e.,
to find a matching (in a weighted graph) whose total
edge weight is maximum. Micali and Vazirani [40] solve
MCM in O(m

√
n) time, Mucha and Sankowski [41] in

O(nω), where ω < 2.373 is the matrix multiplication ex-
ponent [1], m is the number of edges, and n is the num-
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ber of vertices. Concerning MWM, the best known algo-
rithm is by Galil et al. [24], it takes O(mn log n) time.
For integral edge weights up to W , Gabow and Tar-
jan [23] proposed an O(m

√
n log nW ) time algorithm.

Sankowski’s algorithm [47], in turn, requires Õ(Wnω)
time, where Õ hides a polylogarithmic factor.

Real-world graphs occurring in numerous scientific
and commercial applications are not only massive but
can also change over time [39]. For example, edges can
be inserted, deleted, or their weight can be updated –
think of a road network where edge weights represent
the traffic density, the constantly evolving web graph,
or the virtual friendships between the users of a social
network. Hence, recomputing a (weighted) matching
from scratch each time the graph changes is expensive.
With many frequent changes, it can even be prohibitive,
even if we are using a polynomial-time algorithm. Fur-
ther, when dealing with large graphs, computing an op-
timal matching can be too time-consuming and thus
one often resorts to approximation to trade running
time with solution quality. In recent years, several
fully-dynamic algorithms for both exact and approxi-
mate MCM [3, 5, 6, 8–11, 14, 25, 27, 32, 33, 42, 43, 46, 48]
and MWM [2, 26, 49] have been proposed. These algo-
rithms exploit previously computed information about
the matching to handle graph updates more efficiently
than a static recomputation. Yet, limited effort has
been invested to actually implement these algorithms
in executable code and test their performance on real-
world instances. Only recently, Henzinger et al. [30] en-
gineered several fully-dynamic algorithms for MCM and
investigated their practical performance on large real-
world graphs. Similar results have not been produced
yet for fully-dynamic MWM algorithms (neither exact
nor approximate) and therefore their practical perfor-
mance is still unknown.

Contributions. In this paper we focus on the
fully-dynamic MWM problem and explore the gap be-
tween theoretical results and practical performance for
two algorithms. The first one, inspired by Maue and
Sanders [38], combines random walks and dynamic pro-
gramming to compute augmenting paths in the graph;
if the random walks are of appropriate length and re-
peated sufficiently often, the algorithm maintains a
(1 + ε)-approximation in O(ε−1∆2/ε+3 log n) time per
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update, where ∆ is the maximum node degree observed
throughout the algorithm. The second algorithm, in-
troduced by Stubbs and Williams [49], uses existing
fully-dynamic α-approximation algorithms for MCM as
subroutines to maintain a 2α(1 + ε)-approximation for
MWM in fully-dynamic graphs. We provide the first
implementations of the aforementioned algorithms, an-
alyze their performance in systematic experiments on
an extensive set of dynamic instances, and compare the
quality of the computed matchings against the opti-
mum. The best algorithm is very often less than 10%
away from the optimum and at the same time very fast.

2 Preliminaries

Basic Concepts. Let G = (V,E) be a simple
undirected graph with edge weights ω : E → R>0.
We extend ω to sets, i.e., ω(E′) :=

∑
e∈E′ ω(e). We

set n = |V |, and m = |E|; N(v) := {u : {v, u} ∈ E}
denotes the neighbors of v. The (unweighted) degree
of a vertex v is d(v) := |N(v)|. A matching M ⊂ E
in a graph is a set of edges without common vertices.
The cardinality or size of a matching is simply the
cardinality of the edge subset M. We call a matching
maximal if there is no edge in E that can be added
to M. A maximum cardinality matching Mopt is a
matching that contains the largest possible number of
edges of all matchings. A maximum weight matching
M′opt is a matching that maximizes ω(M′opt) among
all possible matchings. An α-approximate maximum
(weight) matching is a matching that has weight at least
ω(Mopt)

α . A vertex is called free or unmatched if it is not
incident to an edge of the matching. Otherwise, we call
it matched. For a matched vertex u with {u, v} ∈ M,
we call vertex v the mate of u, which we denote as
mate(u) = v. For an unmatched vertex u, we define
mate(u) = ⊥. An augmenting path is defined as a cycle-
free path in the graph G that starts and ends on a free
vertex and where edges from M alternate with edges
from E\M. The trivial augmenting path is a single edge
with both endpoints free. Throughout this paper, we
call such an edge a free edge. If we take an augmenting
path and resolve it by matching every unmatched edge
and unmatching every matched edge, we increase the
cardinality of the matching by one. In the maximum
cardinality case, any matching without augmenting
paths is a maximum matching [7] and any matching with
no augmenting paths of length at most 2k−3 is a (k/(k−
1))-approximate maximum matching [31]. A weight-
augmenting path P with respect to a matching M is
an alternating path whose free edges are heavier than
its edges in M : w(M⊕P) > w(M), where ⊕ denotes
the symmetric difference. A weight-augmenting path
with k edges outside M is called weight-augmenting k-

path. Note that a weight-augmenting k-path can have
2k − 1, 2k, or 2k + 1 edges, whereas in the unweighted
case an augmenting path with k edges outside of a given
matching has exactly 2k − 1 edges.

Our focus in this paper are fully-dynamic graphs,
where the number of vertices is fixed, but edges can be
added and removed.1 All the algorithms evaluated can
handle edge insertions as well as edge deletions. In the
following, ∆ denotes the maximum degree that can be
found in any state of the dynamic graph.

Related Work. Dynamic algorithms are a widely
researched topic. We refer the reader to the recent sur-
vey by Hanauer et al. [29] for most material related to
theoretical and practical dynamic algorithms. Many of
the numerous matching applications require matchings
with certain properties, like maximal (no edge can be
added to M without violating the matching property)
or maximum cardinality matchings. Edmonds’s blos-
som algorithm [22] computes a maximum cardinality
matching in a static graph in time O(mn2). This re-
sult was later improved to O(m

√
n) by Micali and Vazi-

rani [40]. Some recent algorithms use simple data reduc-
tions rules [34] or shrink-trees instead of blossoms [21]
to speed up computations in static graphs. In practice,
these algorithms can still be time-consuming for many
applications involving large graphs. Hence, several prac-
tical approximation algorithms with nearly-linear run-
ning time exist such as the local max algorithm [13],
the path growing algorithm [19], global paths [38], and
suitor [37]. As this paper focuses on dynamic graphs, we
refer the reader to the quite extensive related work sec-
tion of [21] for more recent static matching algorithms.

In the dynamic setting, the maximum matching
problem has been prominently studied ensuring α-
approximate guarantees. A major exception is the al-
gorithm by van den Brand et al. [50], which maintains
the exact size of a maximum matching in O(n1.407)
update time. One can trivially maintain a maxi-
mal (2-approximate) matching in O(n) update time by
resolving all trivial augmenting paths of length one.
Ivković and Llyod [32] designed the first fully-dynamic

algorithm to improve this bound to O((n + m)
√

2/2)
update time. Later, Onak and Rubinfeld [43] pre-
sented a randomized algorithm for maintaining an O(1)-
approximate matching in a dynamic graph that takes
O(log2 n) expected amortized time for each edge up-
date. This result led to a flurry of results in this area.
Baswana, Gupta and Sen [6] improved the approxima-
tion ratio of [43] from O(1) to 2 and the amortized

1The sole focus on dynamic edges is no major limitation: one

could simply insert enough singleton vertices into the original
graph to mimic vertex insertions. Only new edges inserted over

time would make the new vertices eligible as matching partners.
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update time to O(log n). Further, Solomon [48] im-
proved the update time of [6] from amortized O(log n)
to constant. However, the first deterministic data
structure improving [32] was given by Bhattacharya et
al. [10]; it maintains a (3 + ε) approximate matching
in Õ(min(

√
n,m1/3/ε2)) amortized update time, which

was further improved to (2 + ε) requiring O(log n/ε2)
update time by Bhattacharya et al. [11]. Recently,
Bhattacharya et al. [9] achieved the first O(1) amor-
tized update time for a deterministic algorithm but for
a weaker approximation guarantee of O(1). For worst-
case bounds, the best results are by (i) Gupta and
Peng [26] requiring O(

√
m/ε) update time for a (1 + ε)-

approximation, (ii) Neiman and Solomon [42] requiring
O(
√
m) update time for a (3/2)-approximation, and (iii)

Bernstein and Stein [8] requiring O(m1/4/ε2.5) update
time for a (3/2 + ε)-approximation. Recently, Charikar
and Solomon [14] as well as Arar et al. [3] (using [12])
presented independently the first algorithms requiring
O(poly log n) worst-case update time while maintaining
a (2 + ε)-approximation. Recently, Grandoni et al. [25]
gave an incremental matching algorithm that achieves
a (1 + ε)-approximate matching in constant determinis-
tic amortized time. Barenboim and Maimon [5] present
an algorithm that has Õ(

√
n) update time for graphs

with constant neighborhood independence. Kashyop
and Narayanaswamy [33] give a conditional lower bound
for the update time, which is sublinear in the number
of edges for two subclasses of fully-dynamic algorithms,
namely lax and eager algorithms.

Despite this variety of different algorithms, to the
best of our knowledge, very limited efforts have been
made so far to engineer these dynamic algorithms and
to evaluate them on real-world instances. Henzinger
et al. [30] have started to evaluate algorithms for the dy-
namic maximum cardinality matching problem in prac-
tice. To this end, the authors engineer several dy-
namic maximal matching algorithms as well as an al-
gorithm that is able to maintain the maximum match-
ing. The algorithms implemented in their work are
Baswana, Gupta and Sen [6], which performs edge up-
dates in O(

√
n) time and maintains a 2-approximate

maximum matching, the algorithm of Neiman and
Solomon [42], which takes O(

√
m) time to maintain a

(3/2)-approximate maximum matching, as well as two
novel dynamic algorithms: a random walk-based algo-
rithm as well as a dynamic algorithm that searches for
augmenting paths using a (depth bounded) blossom al-
gorithm. Experiments indicate that maintaining opti-
mum matchings can be done much more efficiently than
the naive algorithm that recomputes maximum match-
ings from scratch (more than an order of magnitude
faster). Second, all inexact dynamic algorithms that

have been considered in that work are able to maintain
near-optimum matchings in practice while being multi-
ple orders of magnitudes faster than the naive optimum
dynamic algorithm. The study concludes that in prac-
tice an extended random walk-based algorithms should
be the method of choice.

For the weighted dynamic matching problem,
Anand et al. [2] propose an algorithm that can main-
tain an 4.911-approximate dynamic maximum weight
matching that runs in amortized O(log n logD) time,
where D is the ratio between the highest and the low-
est edge weight. Gupta and Peng [27] maintain a
(1 + ε)-approximation under edge insertions/deletions
that runs in time O(

√
mε−2−O(1/ε) logN) time per up-

date. Their result is based on several ingredients: (i) re-
running a static algorithm from time to time, (ii) a trim-
ming routine that trims the graph to a smaller equiva-
lent graph whenever possible and (iii) in the weighted
case, a partition of the edges (according to their weights)
into geometrically shrinking intervals.

Stubbs and Williams [49] present metatheorems for
dynamic weighted matching. They reduce the dynamic
maximum weight matching problem to the dynamic
maximum cardinality matching problem in which the
graph is unweighted. The authors prove that using this
reduction, if there is an α-approximation for maximum
cardinality matching with update time T , then there
is also a 2α(1 + ε)-approximation for maximum weight
matching with update time O( Tε2 log2 C). Their basic
idea is an extension/improvement of the algorithm of
Crouch and Stubbs [15] who tackled the problem in the
streaming model. We go into more detail in Section 4.
None of these algorithms have been implemented.

3 Algorithm DynMWMRandom: Random
Walks + Dynamic Programming

Random walks have already been successfully employed
for dynamic maximum cardinality matching by Hen-
zinger et al. [30]; however, in their current form they
cannot be used for dynamic maximum weight matching.
The main idea of our first dynamic algorithm for the
weighted dynamic matching problem is to find random
augmenting paths in the graph. To this end, our algo-
rithm uses a random walk process in the graph and then
uses dynamic programming on the computed random
path P to compute the best possible matching on P.2

We continue by explaining these concepts in our context
and how we handle edge insertions and deletions.

2One could rather speak solely of “random paths” instead of

“random walks”. We decided to keep the “walk” term, because
the underlying process is that of a (cycle-free) random walk.
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3.1 Random Walks For Augmenting Paths.
Our first dynamic algorithm is called DynMWMRan-
dom and constructs a random (cycle-free) path P as fol-
lows: initially, all nodes are set to be eligible. Whenever
an edge is added to the path P, we set the endpoints to
be not eligible. The random walk starts at an arbitrary
eligible vertex u. If u is free, the random walker tries
to randomly choose an eligible neighbor w of u. If suc-
cessful, the corresponding edge e is added to the path P
and the walk is continued at w (otherwise the random
walk stops and returns P). Moreover, u is set to not el-
igible. On the other hand, if u is matched and mate(u)
is eligible, we add the edge {u,mate(u)} to P, set u
to not eligible and continue the walk at v := mate(u).
There the algorithm tries to randomly choose an eligible
neighbor w of v. If successful, the random walker adds
the corresponding edge to the path, sets v to not eligible
and continues the walk at w. If at any point during the
algorithm execution, there is no adjacent eligible vertex,
then the algorithm stops and returns the path P. Note
that, by construction, no vertex on the path is adjacent
to a matched edge that is not on the path. We stop the
algorithm after O( 1

ε ) steps for a given ε.
The algorithm tries to find a random eligible neigh-

bor by sampling a neighbor u uniformly at random. If
u is eligible, then we are done. If u is not eligible, we re-
peat the sampling step. We limit, however, the number
of unsuccessful repetitions to a constant. If our algo-
rithm did not find an eligible vertex, we stop and return
the current path P. Overall, this ensures that picking a
random neighbor can be done in constant time. Hence,
the time to find a random path is O( 1

ε ). Here, we as-
sume that the eligible state of a node is stored in an
array of size n that is used for many successive random
walks. This array can be reset after the random walk
has been done in O( 1

ε ) by setting all nodes on the path
to be eligible again. The length of the random walk is a
natural parameter of the algorithm that we will inves-
tigate in the experimental evaluation.

After the path has been computed, we run a dy-
namic program on the path to compute the optimum
weighted matching on the path in time O( 1

ε ). If the
weight of the optimum matching on P is larger than
the weight of the current matching on the path, we re-
place the current matching on P. Note that, due to
the way the path has been constructed, this yields a
feasible matching on the overall graph.

Dynamic Programming on Paths. It is well-
known that the weighted matching problem can be
solved to optimality on paths using dynamic program-
ming [38]. In order to be self-contained, we outline
briefly how this can be done. The description of Algo-
rithm 1 in Appendix A follows Maue and Sanders [38].

Given the path P = 〈e1, . . . , ek〉, the main idea of the
dynamic programming approach is to scan the edges in
the given order. Whenever it scans the next edge ei,
there are two cases: either that edge is used in an op-
timum matching of the subproblem 〈e1, . . . , ei〉 or not.
To figure this out, the algorithm takes the weight of the
current edge ei and adds the weight of the optimum
subsolution for the path 〈e1, . . . , ei−2〉. If this is larger
than the weight of the optimum subsolution for the path
〈e1, . . . , ei−1〉, then the edge ei is used in an optimum
solution for 〈e1, . . . , ei〉; otherwise it is not.

Optimizations. The random walk can be re-
peated multiple times, even if it a weight-augmenting
path found. This is because, even if the random walker
found an improvement, it can be possible that there
is another augmenting path left in the graph. In our
experiments, we use ` walks, where ` is a tuning param-
eter. However, repeating the algorithm too often can
be time-consuming. Hence, we optionally use a heuris-
tic to break early if we already performed a couple of
unsuccessful random walks: we stop searching for aug-
menting paths if we made β consecutive random walks
that were all unsuccessful. In our experiments, we use
β = 5; similar choices of parameters should work just
as well. We call this the “stop early” heuristic. We now
explain how we perform edge insertions and deletions
using the augmented random walks introduced above.

Edge Insertion. Our algorithm handles edge in-
sertions {u, v} as follows: if both u and v are free, we
start a random walk at either u or v (randomly chosen)
and make sure that the new edge is always included in
the path P. That means if we start at u, then we add
the edge {u, v} to the path and start the random walk
described above at v (and vice versa). If one of the end-
points is matched, say u, we add the edges {u,mate(u)}
and {u, v} to the path P and continue the walk at v.
If both endpoints are matched, we add {u,mate(u)},
{u, v} and {v,mate(v)} to the path and continue the
random walk at mate(v). Note that it is necessary to in-
clude matched edges, since the optimum weight match-
ing on the path that we are constructing with the ran-
dom walk may match the newly inserted edge. Hence,
if we did not added matched edges incident to u and
v, we may end up with an infeasible matching. After
the full path is constructed, we run the dynamic pro-
gram as described above and augment the matching if
we found a better one.

Edge Deletion. In case of the deletion of an
edge {u, v}, we start two subsequent random walks as
described above, one at u and one at v. Note that if u or
v are matched, then the corresponding matched edges
will be part of the respective paths P that are created
by the two random walks.
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3.2 Analysis. The algorithm described above,
called DynMWMRandom, can maintain a (1 + ε)-
approximation if the random walks are of appropriate
length and repeated sufficiently often. To this end,
we first show a relation between the existence of
a weight-augmenting k-path and the quality of a
matching. For the proofs, see Appendix B.

Proposition 3.1. Let M be a matching and k ≥ 1
be the smallest number such that there is a weight-
augmenting k-path with respect to M. Then w(M) ≥
k−1
k · w(M∗), where M∗ is a matching with the maxi-

mum weight.

Theorem 3.1. Algorithm DynMWMRandom main-
tains a (1 + ε)-approximate maximum weight matching
with high probability if the length of each path is d2/ε+3e
and the walks are repeated d∆2/ε+3 log ne times.

4 Algorithm Family DynMWMLevel based on
Results by Crouch, Stubbs and Williams

The algorithm by Stubbs and Williams [49] can use
dynamic unweighted matching algorithms as a black
box to obtain a weighted dynamic matching algorithm.
We outline the details of the meta-algorithm here, as
this is one of the algorithms that we implemented.
Consider a dynamic graph that has integer weights in
[L,N ]. Moreover, let C = N/L. The basic idea of the
algorithm, due to Crouch and Stubbs [15], is to maintain
O(ε−1 logC) levels. Each of the levels only contains a
subset of the overall set of edges. More precisely, the
i-th level contains all edges of weight at least (1 + ε)i

for i ∈ {blog1+ε Lc, blog1+ε Lc+1, . . . , blog1+εNc}. The
algorithm then maintains unweighted matchings on each
level by employing a dynamic maximum cardinality
matching algorithm for each level when an update
occurs. The output matching is computed by including
all edges from the matching in the highest level, and
then by adding matching edges from lower levels in
descending order, as long as they are not adjacent to
an edge that has been already added. Stubbs and
Williams [49] extend the result by Crouch and Stubbs
[15] and show how the greedy merge of the matchings
can be updated efficiently.

Theorem 4.1. (Stubbs and Williams [49]) If the
matchings on every level are α-approximate maximum
cardinality matchings, then the output matching of the
algorithm is a 2α(1 + ε)-approximate maximum weight
matching. Moreover, the algorithm can be implemented
such that the update time is O(t(m,n)(log1+εN/L)2),
where t(m,n) is the update time of the dynamic cardi-
nality matching algorithm used.

In our implementation, we use the recent dynamic max-
imum cardinality matching algorithms due to Henzinger
et al. [30] that fared best in their experiments. The first
algorithm is a random walk-based algorithm, the sec-
ond algorithm is a (depth-bounded) blossom algorithm
– leading to the dynamic counterparts DynMWM-
LevelR and DynMWMLevelB, respectively. The
latter also has the option to maintain optimum max-
imum cardinality matchings. Both are described next
to be self-contained. We refer to [30] for more details.

Random Walk-based MCM. In the update rou-
tines of the algorithm (insert and delete), the algorithm
uses a random walk that works as follows: The algo-
rithms starts at a free vertex u and chooses a random
neighbor w of u. If the chosen neighbor is free, the edge
{u,w} is matched and the random walk stops. If w is
matched, then we unmatch the edge {w,mate(w)} and
match {u,w} instead. Note that u 6= mate(w) since
u is free in the beginning and therefore mate(u) = ⊥,
but mate(mate(w)) = w and w 6= ⊥. Afterwards, the
previous mate of w is free. Hence, the random walk is
continued at this vertex. The random walk performs
O( 1

ε ) steps. If unsuccessful, the algorithm can perform
multiple repetitions to find an augmenting path. More-
over, the most successful version of the algorithm uses
∆-settling, in which the algorithm tries to settle visited
vertices by scanning through their neighbors. The run-
ning time of the ∆-settling random walk is thenO(∆/ε).

The algorithm handles edge insertions {u, v} as fol-
lows: if both endpoints are free, the edge is matched
and the algorithm returns. The algorithm does nothing
if both endpoints are matched. If only one of the end-
points is matched, say u, then the algorithm unmatches
u, sets w := mate(u), and matches {u, v}. Then a ran-
dom walk as described above is started from w to find
an augmenting path (of length at most O(1/ε)). If the
random walk is unsuccessful, all changes are undone.
Deleting a matched edge {u, v} leaves the two endpoints
u and v free. Then a random walk as described above
is started from u if it is free and from v if v is free.

Lemma 4.1. (Henzinger et al. [30]) The random
walk based algorithm maintains a (1 + ε)-approximate
maximum matching if the length of the walk is at least
2/ε− 1 and the walks are repeated ∆2/ε−1 log n times.

Corollary 4.1. If the algorithm by Stubbs and
Williams uses the random walk-based MCM algorithm
on each level s.t. the length of the walks is 2/ε − 1 and
the walks are repeated ∆2/ε−1 log n times, the resulting
DynMWMLevelR algorithm is 2(1 + ε)2-approximate
with update time O(ε−1∆2/ε−1 log n(log1+εN/L)2).

Blossom-based MCM. Roughly speaking, the
algorithm runs a modified BFS that is bounded in
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Table 1: Basic properties of the benchmark set of static graphs obtained from [4,16,36].
graph n m graph n m

144 144 649 1 074 393 eu-2005 862 664 16 138 468
3elt 4 720 13 722 fe 4elt2 11 143 32 818
4elt 15 606 45 878 fe body 45 087 163 734
598a 110 971 741 934 fe ocean 143 437 409 593
add20 2 395 7 462 fe pwt 36 519 144 794
add32 4 960 9 462 fe rotor 99 617 662 431
amazon-2008 735 323 3 523 472 fe sphere 16 386 49 152
as-22july06 22 963 48 436 fe tooth 78 136 452 591
as-skitter 554 930 5 797 663 finan512 74 752 261 120
auto 448 695 3 314 611 in-2004 1 382 908 13 591 473
bcsstk29 13 992 302 748 loc-brightkite edges 56 739 212 945
bcsstk30 28 924 1 007 284 loc-gowalla edges 196 591 950 327
bcsstk31 35 588 572 914 m14b 214 765 1 679 018
bcsstk32 44 609 985 046 memplus 17 758 54 196
bcsstk33 8 738 291 583 p2p-Gnutella04 6 405 29 215
brack2 62 631 366 559 PGPgiantcompo 10 680 24 316
citationCiteseer 268 495 1 156 647 rgg n 2 15 s0 32 768 160 240
cnr-2000 325 557 2 738 969 soc-Slashdot0902 28 550 379 445
coAuthorsCiteseer 227 320 814 134 t60k 60 005 89 440
coAuthorsDBLP 299 067 977 676 uk 4 824 6 837
coPapersCiteseer 434 102 16 036 720 vibrobox 12 328 165 250
coPapersDBLP 540 486 15 245 729 wave 156 317 1 059 331
crack 10 240 30 380 web-Google 356 648 2 093 324
cs4 22 499 43 858 whitaker3 9 800 28 989
cti 16 840 48 232 wiki-Talk 232 314 1 458 806
data 2 851 15 093 wing 62 032 121 544
email-EuAll 16 805 60 260 wing nodal 10 937 75 488
enron 69 244 254 449 wordassociation-2011 10 617 63 788

depth by 2/ε − 1 to find augmenting paths from a free
node. This has a theoretically faster running time of
O(∆2/ε−1) per free node and still guarantees a (1 + ε)
approximation. The algorithm handles insertions as
follows. Let {u, v} be the inserted edge. If u and v are
free, then the edge is matched directly and the algorithm
stops. Otherwise, an augmenting path search is started
from u if u is free and from v if v is free. If both u
and v are not free, then a breadth-first search from u is
started to find a free node reachable via an alternating
path. From this node an augmenting path search is
started. If the algorithm does not handle this case, i.e.,
if both u and v are not free, it does nothing and is
called unsafe. If the algorithm handles the this case
and the augmenting path search is not depth-bounded,
then it maintains a maximum matching. The algorithm
handles deletions as follows: let {u, v} be the deleted
edge. After the deletion, an augmenting path search is
started from any free endpoint u or v. The algorithm
uses two optimizations: lazy augmenting path search,
in which an augmenting path search from u and v is
only started if at least x edges have been inserted or
deleted since the last augmenting path search from u or
v or if no augmenting path search has been started so

far. The second optimization limits the search depth of
the augmenting path search to 2/ε − 1. This ensures
that there is no augmenting path of length at most
2/ε−1, thus yielding a deterministic (1+ε)-approximate
matching algorithm (if the algorithm is run with the
safe option).

Corollary 4.2. If the algorithm by Stubbs and
Williams uses the blossom-based MCM algorithm on
each level s. t. the depth is bounded by 2/ε − 1, then
the resulting DynMWMLevelB algorithm is 2(1+ε)2-
approximate with update time O(∆2/ε−1(log1+εN/L)2).

5 Experiments

Implementation and Compute System. We
implemented the algorithms described above in C++

compiled with g++-9.3.0 using the optimization flag
-O3. For the dynamic MCM algorithms, we use the
implementation by Henzinger et al. [30]. All codes are
sequential. We intend to release our implementation
after paper acceptance.

Our algorithms use the following dynamic graph
data structure. For each node u, we maintain a vector
Lu of adjacent nodes, and a hash table Hu that maps
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a neighbor v of u to its position in Lu. This data
structure allows for expected constant time insertion
and deletion as well as a constant time operation to
select a random neighbor of u. The deletion operation
on {u, v} is implemented as follows: get the position of
v in Lu via a lookup in Hu(v). Swap the element in Lu
with the last element w in the vector and update the
position of w in Hu. Finally, pop the last element (now
v) from Lu and delete its entry from Hu.

Our experiments are conducted on one core of
a machine with a AMD EPYC 7702P 64-core CPU
(2 GHz) and 1 TB of RAM. In order to be able to
compare our results with optimum weight matchings, we
use the LEMON library [17], which provides algorithms
for static weighted maximum matching.

Methodology. By default we perform ten repeti-
tions per instance. We measure the total time taken to
compute all edge insertions and deletions and generally
use the geometric mean when averaging over different
instances in order to give every instance a comparable
influence on the final result. In order to compare differ-
ent algorithms, we use performance profiles [18]. These
plots relate the matching weight of all algorithms to the
optimum matching weight. More precisely, the y-axis
shows #{objective ≥ τ × OPT}/#instances, where ob-
jective corresponds to the result of an algorithm on an
instance and OPT refers to the optimum result. The
parameter τ ≤ 1 in this equation is plotted on the x-
axis. For each algorithm, this yields a non-decreasing,
piecewise constant function.

Instances. We evaluate our algorithms on graphs
collected from various resources [4, 16, 29, 35, 36, 45],
which are also used in related studies [30]. Table 1 sum-
marizes the main properties of the benchmark set. Our
benchmark set includes a number of graphs from nu-
meric simulations as well as complex networks. These
include static graphs as well as real dynamic graphs. As
our algorithms only handle undirected simple graphs,
we ignore possible edge directions in the input graphs,
and we remove self-loops and parallel edges. We per-
form two different types of experiments. First, we use
the algorithms using insertions only, i.e., we start with
an empty graph and insert all edges of the static graph
in a random order. We do this with all graphs from Ta-
ble 1. Second, we use real dynamic instances from Ta-
ble 2. Most of these instances, however, only feature
insertions (exceptions: dewiki and wiki-simple-en).
Hence, we perform additional experiments with fully-
dynamic graphs from these inputs, by undoing x per-
cent of the update operations performed last. As the in-
stances are unweighted, we generated weights for edges
uniformly at random in [1, 100].

Table 2: Basic properties of the benchmark set of
dynamic graphs with number of update operations U .
Most of the graphs only feature insertions. The only two
exceptions are marked with a *. All of these graphs have
been obtained from the KONECT graph database [45].

graph n U

amazon-ratings 2 146 058 5 838 041
citeulike ui 731 770 2 411 819
dewiki∗ 2 166 670 86 337 879
dnc-temporalGraph 2 030 39 264
facebook-wosn-wall 46 953 876 993
flickr-growth 2 302 926 33 140 017
haggle 275 28 244
lastfm band 174 078 19 150 868
lkml-reply 63 400 1 096 440
movielens10m 69 879 10 000 054
munmun digg 30 399 87 627
proper loans 89 270 3 394 979
sociopatterns-infections 411 17 298
stackexchange-overflow 545 197 1 301 942
topology 34 762 171 403
wikipedia-growth 1 870 710 39 953 145
wiki simple en∗ 100 313 1 627 472
youtube-u-growth 3 223 590 9 375 374

5.1 DynMWMRandom. First, we look at
DynMWMRandom (in various configurations) on
insertions-only instances. We start with the effect
of the number of walks done after each update and
the impact of the “stop early” heuristic. In Fig 1
(left), we look at different numbers of walks when
(not) using the “stop early” heuristic (if used, ε is set
to 10−3). Geometric mean values for running time
and achieved matching weight are in Table 3. As
expected, increasing the number of walks increases
the weight of the computed matchings (with and
without “stop early” heuristic). With the “stop early”
heuristic (in our experiments β = 5), increasing the
number of walks more than ten does not significantly
improve the solutions. When disabling the “stop
early” heuristic, solutions improve again, even for the
same number of 20 walks. The strongest configuration
in this setting uses 100 walks with the “stop early”
heuristic being enabled. The configuration is as close
as 4% to the optimum on more than 95% of the
instances. Note that the number of walks done here is
much less than what Lemma 4.1 suggests to achieve
a (1 + ε)-approximation. Moreover, using more walks
as well as not using the “stop early” heuristic also
comes at the cost of additional running time. For
example, for ε = 0.001 and 20 walks, using the “stop
early” heuristic saves roughly a factor of three in
running time. We conclude that for a fixed ε, the
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Figure 1: Left: Number of random walks and random walks with “stop early” heuristic (SE) for fixed epsilon.
Right: Various values of ε for fixed number of walks.

Table 3: Top: Geometric mean running times and
weight of the final matching for fixed ε = 0.001 and
varying number of walks. Bottom: Geometric mean
running times and weight of final matching for fixed
number of walks (10) and varying ε.

# walks geo. mean t [s] geo. mean ω(M)

with SEHeuristic

1 4.0 1572285.92
5 16.4 +1.15%

10 20.5 +1.28%
20 21.8 +1.31%

without SEHeuristic

20 56.4 +1.91%
50 128.6 +2.24%

100 241.6 +2.44%

ε geo. mean t [s] geo. mean ω(M)

with SEHeuristic

1 2.4 1547129.56
10−1 5.9 +1.84%
10−2 13.7 +2.71%
10−3 20.5 +2.93%

number of walks and the “stop early” heuristic yield
a favorable speed quality trade-off.

Next, we fix the use of the “stop early” heuristic and
the number of walks per update to ten. Figure 1 (right)
shows the performance compared to the optimum so-
lution value and Table 3 gives geometric mean values
for running time and matching weight again. When us-
ing ε = 1, the algorithm computes in all cases at least
a matching that has 91.2% of the optimum weighted
matching weight. As soon as we decrease ε, solutions
improve noticeably. For the case ε = 10−1, solutions
improve by 1.84% on average. The algorithm always
computes a matching which has at least 93.3% of the
optimum weight matching. However, the parameter ε

seems to be exhaustive in the sense that decreasing it
from 10−2 to 10−3 does not significantly improve solu-
tions anymore. Also note that the running time grows
much slowlier than 1/ε. This is due to the “stop early”
heuristic. Overall, we conclude here that both the num-
ber of walks and the parameter ε are very important to
maintain heavy matchings.

On the other hand, it is important to mention that
in the unweighted case the quality of the algorithms
based on random walks is not very sensitive to both
parameters, ε and the number of walks [30]. That is
why Henzinger et al. [30] use only one random walk
and vary only ε in their final MCM algorithm. The
different behavior comes from two observations: first, in
the unweighted case many subpaths of an augmenting
path are often interchangeable. In the weighted case,
this may not be the case and hence it can be hard to find
some of the remaining augmenting paths in later stages
of the algorithms. Moreover, the algorithms differ in the
way the random walkers work. Our weighted algorithm
builds a path and then solves a dynamic program on it
(hence, the length of a random walker is limited by n).
In the unweighted case, a random walker does changes
to the graph on the fly and undoes changes in the end
if it was unsuccessful. Hence, it can in principle run
much longer than n steps.

In terms of running time, we can give a rough es-
timate of a speedup that would be obtained when run-
ning the optimal algorithm after each update. Note that
the comparison is somewhat unfair since we compare an
optimal algorithm with a heuristic algorithm and since
we did not run the optimum algorithm after each up-
date step due to excessive time necessary to run this
experiment. On the largest instance of the set, eu-2005,
the time per update of the slowest dynamic algorithm
in these experiments (ε = 0.001, 100 walks, no stop
heuristic) is 0.00227s on average. On the other hand,
the optimum algorithm needs 79.8998s to compute the
solution on the final graph. This is more than four or-
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Figure 2: Performance profile of the meta-algorithm
DynMWMLevelR instantiated with random-walk
based algorithms as MCM algorithms for different val-
ues of ε.

ders of maginitude difference. On the other hand, the
fastest algorithms in this experiment are at least one
additional order of magnitude faster.

5.2 DynMWMLevel. We now evaluate the per-
formance of our implementation DynMWMLevel of
the meta-algorithm by Crouch, Stubbs, and Williams.
First, we use α = (1+ε), so the algorithms under investi-
gation have approximation guarantee of 2(1 + ε)2. Note
that decreasing ε increases both, the number of levels in
the algorithm necessary as well as the work performed
by the unweighted matching algorithms on each level
of the hierarchy. The results for the meta-algorithm
are roughly the same when using the unweighted ran-
dom walk algorithm compared to using the unweighted
blossom-based algorithm for the same value of ε on each
level. For example, the difference between DynMWM-
LevelR and DynMWMLevelB is smaller than 0.5%
on average for ε = 0.1 (with random walks having the
slight advantage). Moreover, both instantiations have
roughly the same running time on average (less than
1.6% difference on average). Hence, we focus our pre-
sentation on DynMWMLevelR. Figure 2 shows three
different configurations of the algorithm using different
values of ε ∈ {1, 0.5, 0.1}. We do not run smaller values
of ε as the algorithm creates a lot of levels for small ε
and thus needs a large amount of memory. This is due
to the large amount of levels created for small values of
ε. To give a rough estimate, on the smallest graph from
the collection, add20, DynMWMLevelR with ε = 0.1
needs more than a factor 40 more memory than Dyn-
MWMRandom.

First, note that the results are significantly worse
than the results achieved by DynMWMRandom:
DynMWMLevelR computes at least a weighted
matching that has 71.8% of the optimum weight match-
ing for ε = 0.1. Note that this is very well within the

factor 2 that theory suggests. However, for larger val-
ues of ε, the algorithm computes even better results.
For ε = 0.5 the algorithm computes a weighted match-
ing of at least 76.1% of the optimum weight matching,
and for ε = 1, the algorithm computes 76.8% of the op-
timum weight matching. We believe that this somewhat
surprising behavior is due to two reasons. First, if one
only increases the work done by the MCM algorithms on
each level, then the cardinality of the matchings on each
level increases as expected. However, the weight of the
computed matching on each level does not necessarily
increase. Hence, the level-based meta-algorithm has a
too strong preference on the cardinality as it ignores the
weights on each level. Moreover, when increasing the
number of levels, the priority of heavy edges increases,
as there are only very few of them at the highest levels
in the hierarchy. Hence, the algorithm becomes closer
to a greedy algorithm that picks heavy edges first.

In terms of running time, DynMWMLevelR uses
1.53s, 2.66s, and 14.61s on average for ε = 1, 0.5,
and 0.1, respectively. Moreover, the best and fastest
configuration in this category uses ε = 1, computes
11% smaller matchings than the augmented random
walk for ε = 1 (recall that the number of steps
of the walk is 2/ε + 3)) and the geometric mean
running time of the random walk is 0.61s. We conclude
here that DynMWMRandom is better and faster
than DynMWMLevel. Moreover, augmented random
walks need significantly less memory.

5.3 Real-World Dynamic Instances. We now
switch to the real-world dynamic instances. Note that
most of these instances are insertion-only (with two ex-
ceptions); however, the insertions are ordered in the
way they appear in the real world. Hence, we per-
form additional experiments with fully-dynamic graphs
from these inputs, by undoing x percent of the update
operations performed last (call them Ux). More pre-
cisely, we perform the operations in Ux in reverse or-
der. If an edge operation was an insertion in Ux, we
perform a delete operation and if it was a delete oper-
ation, we insert it. However, when reinserting an edge,
we use a new random weight. In our experiments, we
perform 0%, 10% and 25% undo operations. As be-
fore, we compute the update on the graph after each
removal/insertion. Table 4 summarizes the results of
the experiment and Figure 3 compares the final quality
of the dynamic algorithms with the optimum on the fi-
nal graph after all updates have been performed. For
our experiments with DynMWMRandom, we use the
configurations ε = 10−3 with 10 walks, ε = 1 with 10
walks, and ε = 1 with 1 walk. In any case, for these al-
gorithms the “stop early” heuristic is enabled. For the
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Figure 3: Comparison of different algorithm configuration on real-world dynamic instances without (left) and
with (right) 25% undo operations.

Table 4: Geometric mean results for real-world dynamic
instances with and without undo operations depending
on ε and walks per update (w). Smaller is better.

Algorithm t[s] OPT/ω(M)

without undo ops

Random(ε = 10−3, w=10) 11.2 7.3%
Random(ε = 1, w=10) 3.9 9.0%
Random(ε = 1, w=1) 1.0 10.0%
LevelR(ε = 10−1) 17.3 14.0%
LevelR(ε = 1) 1.7 18.7%

with 10% undo ops

Random(ε = 10−3, w=10) 14.3 6.2%
Random(ε = 1, w=10) 5.0 7.2%
Random(ε = 1, w=1) 1.2 10.7%
LevelR(ε = 10−1) 18.6 13.5%
LevelR(ε = 1) 1.9 17.9%

with 25% undo ops

Random(ε = 10−3, w=10) 18.1 6.0%
Random(ε = 1, w=10) 6.3 7.0%
Random(ε = 1, w=1) 1.5 10.9%
LevelR(ε = 10−1) 20.5 13.8%
LevelR(ε = 1) 2.1 17.5%

DynMWMLevelR algorithm, we use ε = 10−1 and
ε = 1. Overall, the results confirm the results of the
previous section. For example, DynMWMRandom
(ε = 0.001, 10 walks per update), computes matchings
with 93.5% weight of the optimum weight matching on
more than 89% of the instances. The fastest configura-
tion DynMWMRandom (ε = 1, 1 walk per update),
is also already very good. It computes 90% of the opti-
mum weight matching on 89% of the instances. On the
other hand, DynMWMLevelR computes 82.5% and
77.7% of the optimum weight matching on 88.9% of the
instances for ε = 0.1 and ε = 1, respectively.

Moreover, the experiments indicate that Dyn-
MWMLevelR is always outperformed in terms of qual-
ity and speed by a configuration of DynMWMRan-
dom. This is true with and without running undo op-
erations. For example, without running undo opera-
tions, DynMWMLevelR (ε = 10−1) computes solu-
tions that are 14% smaller than the optimum matching
weight on average while taking 17.3s running time. On
the other hand, already DynMWMRandom (ε = 1,
1 walk per update) computes weighted matchings that
are 10% worse than the optimum solution while needing
only 1s running time on average. The same comparison
can be done when undo operations are performed, i.e.,
DynMWMLevelR (ε = 10−1) is always outperformed
by DynMWMRandom (ε = 1, 1 walk).

When considering undo operations, the quality of
all algorithms is stable, i.e., there is no reduction in
quality observable over the case without undo opera-
tions. Note that in contrast the quality in terms of dis-
tance to OPT often improves when undo operations are
performed. This is due to the fact that the algorithms
perform additional work when the undo operations are
called. Hence, the results may find additional augment-
ing paths that had not been found when the algorithm
was at the original state of the graph.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

Our experiments show that fully-dynamic approxima-
tion algorithms for the MWM problem are viable al-
ternatives compared to an exact approach. Of the algo-
rithms we implemented, DynMWMRandom fares best
overall and should be the method of choice whenever
exact solutions are unnecessary. After all, the solutions
are often close to the optimum. Future work could focus
on finding augmenting paths of length 3 efficiently, e.g.
as suggested in [42] for the unweighted case.
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A Pseudocode of Dynamic Programming for
MWM on Paths

Algorithm 1 MWM(P = 〈e1, . . . , ek〉) [38]

1: W [0] := 0;W [1] := ω(e1)
2: M [0] := ∅;M [1] := {e1}
3: for i := 2 to k do
4: if ω(ei) +W [i− 2] > W [i− 1] then
5: W [i] := ω(ei) +W [i− 2]
6: M [i] := M [i− 2] ∪ {ei}
7: else
8: W [i] := W [i− 1]
9: M [i] := M [i− 1]

10: return M [k]

B Omitted Proofs

B.1 Proof of Proposition 3.1
A weight-augmenting path P with respect to a matching
M is an alternating path with respect to M, and
the matching M ⊕ P has a larger weight than M;
in other words w(M ⊕ P) > w(M). A weight-
augmenting path with k edges outside M is called
weight-augmenting k-path. A weight-augmenting k-
path thus can have 2k− 1, 2k, or 2k+ 1 edges, whereas
in the unweighted case an augmenting path with k
edges outside of a given matching should have exactly
2k − 1 edges. The following proposition writes the
approximation guarantee of a matching in terms of
weight-augmenting k-paths.

Proposition B.1. Let M be a matching and k ≥ 1
be the smallest number such that there is a weight-
augmenting k-path with respect to M. Then w(M) ≥
k−1
k · w(M∗), where M∗ is a matching with the maxi-

mum weight.

Before proving the proposition, we note that its
result is known. Drake and Hougardy [20] show a
version of the proposition for weight-augmenting 3-
paths. Pothen et al. [44, Lemma 3.1] generalize the
proof given by Drake and Hougardy and show the
result given in Proposition B.1. Our proof is somewhat
different from the previous one, is closer to the way
we make us of the result in the random walk based
algorithm, and is therefore given for completeness.

Proof. [Proposition B.1] Consider the symmetric differ-
ence M ⊕M∗, which can have four different type of
components displayed in Figure 4. In the figure, the
edges labeled with mi belong toM and are shown with
the solid lines. The edges labeled with oj belong toM∗
and are shown with the dotted lines. There are other

edges of M and M∗ which are not shown. In the left-
most component, there is one more edge in M than in
M∗; in the second and third one, there are equal num-
ber of edges in M and M∗; in the rightmost one, there
is one more edge inM∗ than inM. In any of these com-
ponents, ` > k, if there is to be any weight-augmenting
paths.

We now show that in a component C with at least
k edges from O, we have w(M∩ C) ≥ k−1

k w(M∗ ∩ C).
This will show that in all components of M⊕M∗, we
have the same guarantee of k−1

k and hence the result.
Let us start with the leftmost component of Fig-

ure 4. We will use mi and oj for the weight of the
corresponding edges. We have

m1 +m2 ≥ o1

otherwise, there will be a weight-augmenting 1-path.
We can continue with

m1 +m2 +m3 ≥ o1 + o2

with the same reasoning until

m1 +m2 + · · ·+mk ≥ o1 + o2 + · · ·+ ok−1 ,

where we have k edges ofM on the left-hand side of the
equation and k − 1 edges of M∗ on the right-hand side
of the equation. At this point, we have included m1 and
m2 in k−1 inequalities, m3 in k−2 inequalities, and in
general mj for 3 ≤ j ≤ k in k− j+ 1 inequalities. Then
we keep the same number of edges for another ` − k
steps and obtain the inequalities

m2 +m3 + · · ·+mk+1 ≥ o2 + o3 + · · ·+ ok ,

m3 +m4 + · · ·+mk+2 ≥ o3 + o4 + · · ·+ ok+1 ,

...

m`−k+1 + · · ·+m` ≥ o`−k+1 + · · ·+ o`−1 ,

as none of these (k − 1)-paths are weight-augmenting.
In these inequalities, mj for 2 ≤ j ≤ `−k+1 appears as
the first term once, and it is included in the equalities
starting with mi for all j − k + 1 ≤ i < j. Up to
this point, mj for 2 ≤ j ≤ ` − k + 1 is included in k
inequalities. Once we have included the last edge m` of
M in an inequality, we continue with writing down new
inequalities by removing one edge at a time from the
left and the right of the last inequality, starting from
the edge with the smallest index:

m`−k+2 + · · ·+m` ≥ o`−k+2 + · · ·+ o`−1

m`−k+3 + · · ·+m` ≥ o`−k+3 + · · ·+ o`−1

...

m`−1 +m` ≥ o`−1 ,
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<latexit sha1_base64="Ih53LK+tgnGlf51yiRrckK8IsaU=">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</latexit>

o2

<latexit sha1_base64="irvOx1vWhkZK6jlcFGDNtEbjYSo=">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</latexit>

m1

<latexit sha1_base64="lkRO1IHdsNHRREi2qn5l+8PiJSs=">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</latexit>

m2

<latexit sha1_base64="RiVR9ocxQlJT2zB1urS7vsdXPq4=">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</latexit>

m3

<latexit sha1_base64="lmX80jJW6J1H4RuTuQM2WKIu3Qk=">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</latexit>

m`�1
<latexit sha1_base64="Nh5vmwPU1pD2EA7THvE/fIk5miU=">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</latexit>

o`�1

<latexit sha1_base64="vNX19wdravOALdjCSxtSfNqppa4=">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</latexit>

o1

<latexit sha1_base64="Ih53LK+tgnGlf51yiRrckK8IsaU=">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</latexit>

o2

<latexit sha1_base64="irvOx1vWhkZK6jlcFGDNtEbjYSo=">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</latexit>

m1

<latexit sha1_base64="lkRO1IHdsNHRREi2qn5l+8PiJSs=">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</latexit>

m2

<latexit sha1_base64="RiVR9ocxQlJT2zB1urS7vsdXPq4=">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</latexit>

m3

<latexit sha1_base64="lmX80jJW6J1H4RuTuQM2WKIu3Qk=">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</latexit>

m`�1

<latexit sha1_base64="Nh5vmwPU1pD2EA7THvE/fIk5miU=">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</latexit>

o`�1

<latexit sha1_base64="vNX19wdravOALdjCSxtSfNqppa4=">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</latexit>

o1

<latexit sha1_base64="Ih53LK+tgnGlf51yiRrckK8IsaU=">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</latexit>

o2
<latexit sha1_base64="lkRO1IHdsNHRREi2qn5l+8PiJSs=">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</latexit>

m2

<latexit sha1_base64="Nh5vmwPU1pD2EA7THvE/fIk5miU=">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</latexit>

o`�1

<latexit sha1_base64="vNX19wdravOALdjCSxtSfNqppa4=">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</latexit>

o1

<latexit sha1_base64="Ih53LK+tgnGlf51yiRrckK8IsaU=">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</latexit>

o2

<latexit sha1_base64="irvOx1vWhkZK6jlcFGDNtEbjYSo=">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</latexit>

m1

<latexit sha1_base64="GSqIotuyVsZax84yAFkINrtjGEI=">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</latexit>

m`�2

Figure 4: Four different type of components ofM⊕M∗. The edges labeled with mi belong toM and are shown
with the solid lines. The edges labeled with oj belong to M∗ and are shown with the dotted lines. There are
other edges of M and M∗ which are not shown. If k is the smallest number for which is a weight-augmenting
k-path, then ` > k.

for otherwise there would be a weight-augmenting j-
path with a j < k. We see that the last k edges ofM are
symmetrical to the first k edges of M, with respect to
the inequalities we include. We have m`+m`−1 ≥ o`−1,
as otherwise there would be a weight-augmenting 1-
path; then we have m` + m`−1 + m`−2 ≥ o`−2 + o`−1

so on so forth. We also observe that each oj appears in
k−1 inequalities. The first inequality containing oj has
mj+1 as the last term, and the last inequality containing
oj has mj as the first term, as to include oj in M, one
has to remove mj and mj+1 fromM. All together there
are k−1 inequalities containing mj and mj+1 together.

We collect the observations made so far below:

• m1 appears in (k−1) inequalities, as the first one is
m1 +m2 ≥ o1, the last one is m1 +m2 + · · ·+mk ≥
o1 +o2 + · · ·+ok−1, and each time we add one more
mi.

• m` appears in (k − 1) inequalities, as the first one
is m`−k+1 + · · ·+m` ≥ o`−k+1 + · · ·+o`−1; the last
one is m`−1 +m` ≥ o`−1, and each time we remove
one mi;

• all other mi appear in k inequalities. For i ≤ k,
mi appears k − i + 1 times for inequalities whose
first term is m1, then i − 1 more times until mi+1

becomes the first term. For i > k, mi appears
in all inequalities with mj as the first term where
i− k + 1 ≤ j ≤ i;

• each oj appears in k − 1 inequalities.

Under the light of these observations, by adding the
listed equalities side-by-side we obtain

(k − 1)m1 + (k − 1)m` +

`−1∑
i=2

kmi ≥
`−1∑
j=1

(k − 1)oj ,

therefore

k
∑̀
i=1

mi ≥ (k − 1)

`−1∑
j=1

oj ,

hence

w(M∩ C) ≥ k − 1

k
w(M∗ ∩ C)

in this component.
Let us continue with showing the bound for the cy-

cles with 2(`−1) edges as shown in the third component
of Figure 4. Let us take the part of the component with
m1 to mk, thus containing also o1 to ok−1. We have

m1 +m2 + · · ·+mk ≥ o1 + o2 + · · ·+ ok−1 ,

otherwise there would be a weight-augmenting (k − 1)-
path. We shift both sides of the inequality by one edge
at a time and obtain `− 2 more inequalities of the form

mi +mi+1 + · · ·+mi+k−1 ≥ oi + · · ·+ oi+k−2 ,
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where an index p > `− 1 is converted to p− ` + 1 and
starts from 1. This way we collect ` − 1 inequalities,
where each mi appears in total k times, and each oj
appears in total k−1 times. Adding the `−1 inequalities
side-by-side gives the desired result

w(M∩ C) ≥ k − 1

k
w(M∗ ∩ C)

in a cyclic component C with 2(`−1) edges where ` > k.
We now look at a component C of the second type

shown in Figure 4. Let us add an artificial vertex v, an
edge of zero weight from v to the left vertex of o`−1,
and add that edge to M to obtain a matching M′ and
a component C ′.

Claim B.1. Any weight-augmenting k-path for M′ in
C ′ is also a weight-augmenting k-path for M in C.

Proof of the claim: If a weight-augmenting path does
not contain the new edge we are done. If it contains the
new edge, then simply dropping that edge is still weight
augmenting with the same number of edges outsideM.
�

Based on the claim, the component C ′ is thus of the
first form with ` − 1 edges outside M. As the weights
in C are preserved in C ′, we have the desired result

w(M∩ C) ≥ k − 1

k
w(M∗ ∩ C)

for any component C of the second type shown in
Figure 4.

For the components of the remaining form, the
right-most one in Figure 4, one can show the desired
property by adding an edge m0 of zero weight and
converting the case the second one (and hence to the
first one).

Since we have shown that in any component C
of M ⊕M∗ with at least k edges from M∗ we have
w(M∩ C) ≥ k−1

k w(M∗ ∩ C), and there is no weight-
augmenting j-path with j < k, the claim is proved.

B.2 Proof of Theorem 3.1

Proof. The proof is adapted from the proof contained
in [30] for the dynamic unweighted matching case. As-
sume that no weight-augmenting k-path (i.e., no aug-
menting path of length ≤ 2/ε + 3) exists. Then, ac-

cording to Proposition 3.1, the matching is a ( 1/ε+1
1/ε ) =

(1 + ε)-approximate maximum matching. To see this,
rewrite the length of the path to 2(1/ε+ 1) + 1 and set
k = 1/ε + 1 in Proposition 3.1. If there is such a path,
then the probability of finding it is ≥ ( 1

∆ )2/ε+3: after
all, one possibility is that the random walker makes the

“correct” decision at every vertex of the path. The prob-
ability that λ random walks of length 2/ε+3 do not find
an augmenting path of length 2/ε+3 is≤ (1− 1

∆2/ε+3 )λ ≤
e
− 1

∆2/ε+3
·λ

. Thus, for λ ≥ ∆2/ε+3 log n, the probability
is ≤ 1/n.
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